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To do your job as a business analyst or data scientist, you must access, blend, analyze, and build 
models from many data sources. Typically, this means leveraging multiple tools—and even 
multiple people—to pull together all the relevant data you need for your analytics.
Not anymore.

INTRODUCING ALTERYX DESIGNER
Alteryx Designer delivers a single analytic experience for users of all levels to unlock all your data 
sources—big or small, clean or dirty—wherever it’s stored. Using a repeatable drag-and-drop 
work�ow, you can quickly pro�le, prepare and blend all of your data without having to write SQL 
code or custom scripts. Enhance your analysis by incorporating statistical, predictive, prescriptive 
and spatial analysis in both a code-free or code-friendly environment. 

FROM RAW DATA TO READY-TO-USE RESULTS:

ALTERYX
DESIGNER BUNDLE

COMBINE DATA
SETS 

From the cloud, on the 
ground, from Excel, 

wherever—no problem

ANALYTIC S FOR
ALL 

Predictive, statistical, and 
spatial—code-free for 

analysts, or code-friendly 
for data scientists

VISUAL
INSIGHTS

Visual insights as you 
build your work�ow and 
share your analysis with 

Visualytics



ABOUT NEWCOMP ANALYTIC S
Newcomp Analytics is a world-class analytics team specialized in consulting and 
development at the highest level. Our simple formula will help you win with data: de�ne the 
goal, �nd the gaps, then match you with the right people, processes, and tools to get there – 
while coaching you the entire way.

(888) 892-4276info@newcomp.com www.newcomp.com

Newcomp’s data science team has helped many clients build complex optimization models and 
automate data transformation work�ows—all using Alteryx. We’ve designed this bundle below 
to make it easy for anyone to get started with Alteryx Designer. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS

GET STARTED WITH
NEWCOMP ANALYTIC S

$9,995 (CAD)

CONTAC T US

NEWCOMP ALTERYX DESIGNER BUNDLE

1 year subscription to Alteryx Designer

Alteryx Core Concepts - 1 day training course

Up to 12 Alteryx O�ce Hours  

>>

>>

>>

This limited-time o�er includes the following:  
plus applicable taxes

ALTERYX DESIGNER

• Streamline your data preparation process through repeatable work�ows that combine data  
   prep, data blending, and advanced analytics all in one intuitive user interface                                                                                                                                          
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ALTERYX CORE CONCEPTS TRAINING

• Understand important concepts to prepare, parse, blend, transform and analyze data from
   disparate sources and output their results (includes 1 day of instructor led formal training)                                                                                                                                                                   
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ALTERYX OFFICE HOURS

• Sessions can include any of your team members and are in 2-hour intervals
• Come armed with 10-15 questions or challenges speci�c to your data, and we will help you   
   translate this into an Alteryx work�ow
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This bundle cannot be used in conjunction with any other existing agreement with Newcomp Analytics. 
Pricing subject to change. O�er valid until December 31st, 2020.

https://newcomp.com/course/?eventtemplate=218-alt10g-alteryx-designer-core-concepts
https://newcomp.com/contact/

